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embriologiaclinicamoorepdf api.
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framework for managing the
acquisition of data from a clinical
electronic health record, which
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clinical data to make clinical
decisions based on patient

characteristics.
embriologiaclinicamoorepdf is

based on the principles of
computerized patient record.
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sources (e.g. clinical laboratory,
imaging, and pathology) to

create a clinical database, or
choose to perform the input

directly from the clinical record
itself.

embriologiaclinicamoorepdf is a
client-server application. client
and server applications have

different capabilities, depending
on the chosen package. the main
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client, the
embriologiaclinicamoorepdf api,
and all the sample applications.
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the server package is the only
package that contains the

embriologiaclinicamoorepdf
server. the

embriologiaclinicamoorepdf
server is a multi-threaded

application that manages the
threads used to handle incoming

requests and to receive data
from various sources (e.g.

clinical laboratory, imaging, and
pathology). 5ec8ef588b
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